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BCAS 27: Cost of Production for Captive Consumption 

 
27.1 Introduction 
 
Captive consumption means the consumption of goods manufactured by one department of the 
same organization or related establishments for producing another product. Product costing brings 
extra difficulty in case of the availability of captive consumption. Some different units in a same 
organization get motivated to accept sub-optimal decision at the cost of organization-wide goal. 
Thus, a standard on the recognition and measurement of the cost of captive consumption becomes 
important and this standard brings harmony in related practices.   
 
27.2 Objectives 
 
27.2.1 The objective of this standard is to bring uniformity in the principles and methods used for 

determining the cost of production of goods used for captive consumption.  
27.2.2 It provides guidelines to report relevant information in the cost statements and ascertain 

assessable value of goods used for captive consumption. 
27.2.3 It will ensure better transparency in valuing of goods used for captive consumption.   
 
27.3 Scope 
 
27.3.1 This standard needs to be followed to determine the cost of production of goods used for 

captive consumption. 
27.3.2 Cost of production includes various cost elements which are defined in Bangladesh cost 

Accounting standard (BCAS) 1: Cost Concepts and Classification. Hence, this standard needs 
to be read in conjunction with BCAS 1. 

27.3.3 The standard is to be followed by all public limited companies where cost audit is made 
mandatory through Government’s gazette notification from time to time. 

 
27.4 Key features: The key features of the standard are pointed below – 

a) Identification of different cost components relating to cost of production. 
b) Determination of cost of production of goods used for captive consumption. 
c) Prescription of a specimen statement of cost of production. 
d) Identification of different disclosure items. 
 

27.5 Definitions 
The following terms are used in this standard with the meanings specified – 
 
27.5.1 Captive consumption: Captive consumption means the consumption of goods manufactured 

by one division or unit and consumed by another division or unit of the same entity or 
related undertaking for producing another product. 

 
27.5.2 Cost of production: Cost of production should comprise of all the costs relating to the 

production of goods including materials consumed, direct wages and salaries, other direct 
expenses, manufacturing overheads, research and development cost, quality control cost, 
packing cost, administrative overheads relating to production. Adjustment for inventory of 
work in progress, finished goods, recoveries from scrap, wastage etc. shall be made to 
ascertain cost of production of goods dispatched for captive consumption. 

 
27.5.3 Normal capacity: As defined in BCAS 26.5.8. 



27.6 Standards 
 
Components of Cost of Production 
 
27.6.1 Cost of production for captive consumption includes a wide array of costs and adjustment 

items all of which needs to be considered at the time of costing. These costs are – 
a) Material consumed 
b) Direct wages and salaries 
c) Other direct expenses 
d) Manufacturing overheads 
e) Quality control costs 
f) Research and development costs 
g) Administrative overheads 
h) Packing costs etc.  

27.6.2 Material consumed shall include materials directly identified for production of goods such 
as, a) Indigenous materials, b) imported materials, c) bought out material, d) self 
manufactured items, e) process materials etc. 

27.6.3 Cost of material consumed shall consists of cost of material, duties and taxes, freight inward, 
insurance and other expenditure directly attributable to procurement. Rebates, trade 
discounts etc. need to be deducted to determine the cost of material consumed. Cenvat 
credit, credit for countervailing customs duty, sales tax, set off, VAT, duty draw back and 
other similar duties recovered subsequently by the enterprise shall be deducted to arrive at 
cost of materials.  

27.6.4 Direct wages and salaries related to production shall include basic wages, house rent 
allowance, overtime and incentive payments made to employees directly related in the 
production/manufacturing activities. It will also include all fringe benefits of 
workers/employees related to production activities. 

27.6.5 Other direct expenses are the expenses other than direct material cost and direct labor cost 
that can be identified with the product. Such expenses include (i) cost of utilities i.e. fuel 
power, water, steam etc. (ii) royalty based on production, technical assistance (iii) amortized 
cost of moulds, patterns, patents etc. (iv) hire charges for tools and equipment (v) charges 
for a product designing etc. 

27.6.6 Manufacturing overheads are the indirect costs incurred in the production process and 
consists of (i) consumable stores and spares, (ii) depreciation of plant of machinery, factory 
building, (iii) lease rent of production assets, (iv) repair and maintenance of plant & 
machinery and factory building, (v) indirect employees cost connected with production 
purpose, (vi) drawing & designing cost, (vii) insurance (plant & machinery, factory building), 
inventory of raw materials and WIP etc. (viii) amortized cost of jigs, fixtures, tooling etc. (ix) 
service departments cost (tool room, engineering & maintenance, pollution control etc). 

27.6.7 Quality control costs are incurred to adhere to prescribed quality standard. The expenses 
include salaries & wages of employees related to quality control activity and other related 
expenses. 

27.6.8 Research and development cost are the costs meant to development and improvement 
(both quality and price) of the existing products which shall be included while computing the 
cost of production. 

27.6.9 Administrative overheads relating to production activities should be analyzed and included 
in cost of production. Administrative overheads relating to marketing, project management, 
company office expanse etc. shall be excluded from cost of production.  

27.6.10 Packing cost includes both cost of primary and secondary packing required for dispatch of 
the goods used for captive consumption. If product is dispatched duly packed for captive 
consumption, the cost of this packing shall be included to cost of production. 



Absorption of Overheads 
 
27.6.11 Overhead needs to be analyzed into both variable overheads (which change with the change 

in volume of production like cost of utilities) and fixed overheads (whose value do not 
change with the change in volume of production such as salaries, rents etc). Variable 
production overhead will be absorbed in production cost based on actual capacity 
utilization. But fixed production overhead and other similar fixed costs like (quality control 
cost, R&D cost, Administrative overhead cost relating to production) shall be absorbed in 
production cost on the basis of normal capacity or actual capacity utilization whichever is 
higher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Inventory Valuation 
 
27.6.12 The inventory of work-in-progress shall be valued at cost on the basis of stages of 

completion. Accordingly inventory of finished goods will also be valued at cost. Opening and 
closing inventory of work-in-progress will be adjusted to arrive at cost of goods 
manufactured and similarly opening and closing inventory of finished goods will be adjusted 
for calculation of goods shipped for sale. In a shorter period where figures of opening and 
closing inventory will not be readily available, the adjustment of figures of opening and 
closing inventory may be ignored to determine cost of respective inventories. 

 
Costing Joint-Products and By-Products 
 
27.6.13 When joint products are produced, joint costs are allocated between the joint products on a 

rational and consistent basis. Sales value at split off point may become the basis for 
allocation of joint cost to joint products. For by-products, production method may be used 
whereby the net realizable value of by-products should be credited to the cost of main 
product. 

 
Adjustments of Scrap and Waste 
27.6.14 Realized or realizable value of scrap and waste originates from production should be 

credited to the cost of production. Expenses incurred for making the scrap suitable for 
reprocessing shall be deducted from the value of scrap or waste. 

 
Miscellaneous Income  
27.6.15 Miscellaneous income relating to production shall be adjusted in the calculation of cost of 

production, for example, income from sale of empty containers used for dispatch of the 
captively consumed goods produced shall be adjusted while calculating cost of production. 

 
Other Issues 
27.6.16 The input material, whether of direct or indirect nature, including packing material supplied 

free of cost by the user of captive products, the landed cost of such materials shall be added 
to the cost of production.  

27.6.17 Moulds, tools, dies, patterns etc. received free of cost shall be included in the production 
cost through amortization.  

Absorption 
of 

Overheads 

Variable Overheads 

Absorption based on actual 
capacity 

Fixed Overheads 

Absorption based on higher 
of normal or actual capacity 



27.6.18 Interest and financial charges shall not be considered as a part of cost of production. 
27.6.19 Abnormal and non-recurring cost which arises for unusual or unexpected occurrence of 

events, like heavy break-down of plants, accidents, market compelling to sale below normal 
levels, abnormal idle capacity, process loss and scrap & wastage, payment like retrenchment 
compensation, lay-off wages etc. should not form part of cost of production.   

 
27.7 Recording and Reporting 
27.7.1 The manufacturer will be required to maintain cost records and books of accounts in a 

manner as prescribed in BCAS 1 to facilitate preparation and verification of the cost of 
production. The cost & management accountants certifying the cost of production of goods 
used for captive consumption shall verify the correctness of the cost from the records.  

27.7.2 The manufacturer must maintain cost accounting records as per the prescribed cost 
accounting record rules to facilitate determination and certification of cost of production. 

27.7.3 To record and report cost of production of captive consumption, a specimen format of cost 
sheet is given in appendix 1. 

27.7.4 If there is any change in cost accounting principles and practices during the period under 
review which may materially affect the cost of production compared to previous period, this 
information should be disclosed. 

27.7.5 If opening inventory and closing inventory of work-in-progress and finished goods are not 
readily available for certification purpose, the same should be disclosed. 

27.7.6 Relevant disclosures, either in the foot or face or notes, are required for – 
a) Adjustments done in computing cost of materials consumed; 
b) Adjustments considered while computing cost of administrative overheads; 
c) Basis of absorption of fixed and variable overheads; 
d) Methods used in allocating joint costs, if any; 
e) Methods used in adjusting by-products etc. 

 
27.8 Effective Date: This standard will be effective from January 1, 2020.  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix A: Specimen Cost Sheet 

Name of the Manufacturer   : 
Address of the Manufacturer   : 
Registration No of Manufacturer  : 
Description of product captively consumed : 

 

Statement of Cost production of _____manufactured/to be manufactured during the period ______ 

    

Q1 Quantity Produced (Unit of Measure)   

Q2 Quantity Dispatched (Unit of Measure)   

 Particulars Total Cost (Tk.) Cost/Unit (Tk.) 

1. Materials Consumed   

2. Direct Wages and Salaries   

3. Direct Expenses   

4. Work Overheads   

5. Quality Control Cost   

6. Research & Development Cost   

7. Administrative Overheads (relating to production activity)   

8. Total (1-7)   

9. Add : Opening stock of work-in-progress   

10. Less : Closing stock of work-in-progress   

11. Total (8+9-10)   

12. Less: Credit for recoveries/Scrap/by-Products/misc Income   

13. Packing cost   

14. Cost of production (11-12+13)   

15. Add : Input received free of cost    

16. Add : Amortized cost moulds, Tools, Dies & patterns etc. 
received free of cost 

  

17. Cost of production of goods for captive consumption   

18. Add : Opening stock of finished goods    

19. Less : Closing stock of finished goods   

20. Cost of production for goods dispatched (17+18-19)   

 

Seal & signature of Company`s Authorized Representative 

 

I/we, have verified above data on test check basis with reference to the books of account, cost 

accounting records and others records. Based on information and explanations given to me/ us and 

on the basis of generally accepted cost accounting principles and practices followed by the industry, 

I/ we certify that above cost data reflect true and fair view of the cost production. 

 

Date: Seal & Signature of cost and Management Accountants 
Place: Membership No. 

 


	27.3.3 The standard is to be followed by all public limited companies where cost audit is made mandatory through Government’s gazette notification from time to time.

